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JAPAN

If I think about it, Japan was a part of my life long before I knew anything about it. I
grew up in the 1970s when Made in Japan still had its old meaning. When I was
about six or seven my favourite TV cartoon was Speed Racer. The dubbed Californian
accents concealed the cartoon’s real identity – a Japanese anime cartoon by Tatsuo
Yoshida. I also had a toy police motorcycle with its strange looking policeman – a gift
from a neighbour who’d visited the ‘exotic’ port of Yokohama. And there was my
grandfather who’d fought ‘the Japs’ in Borneo. He was apparently on record as saying
he’d never buy a Mazda.

I went to Japan in the northern-summer of 1994 to see my girlfriend. If she were in
Malaysia I suppose this story would be called Rattan. But Tatami it is – the name of
the Japanese wicker floor mats. At the time she was an exchange student at a Tokyo
university. It was her third visit to Japan. And she was in love.

NIGHT RAIN

My Japanese language ability consisted mostly of asking for food and directions; one
step up from street bum conversation you might say. So I knew that I would need all
my cartooning skills for anything more advanced. I spent a large portion of the flight
to Japan talking (read drawing) with a Japanese engineer seated next to me. He was
on his way home from Darwin with his beautiful wife and young child. It turned out
he lived not far from the Komazawa district in Tokyo where I would be staying. In the
course of my cartoon conversation I showed him a picture of my girlfriend whom I
explained was meeting me at the airport. When we landed in Tokyo, the engineer
made it through customs ahead of me and recognising her from the photograph, told
her I’d be along shortly. I hadn’t even cleared customs and already I had a liaison man
in Tokyo.

We’d been apart for five months and she cried when we hugged. I remember her
warm tears on my neck. We took the subway out to the Komazawa district in
downtown Tokyo. When we got to our station I waited politely for people to get off
the train ahead of me, nearly getting swamped by the rush of the boarding passengers.
My girlfriend was quite rightly horrified, as I would have been completely lost if we’d
been separated. It seemed some aggression was appropriate on the subway. We left
the station and walked through the narrow streets of Komazawa in the black rain and
neon light. It was a humid night and Tokyo was trying to stay dry.

CONVENIENCE

We were staying in a borrowed second-story apartment located up the street from the
university’s female dormitory. The apartment was situated above a late night
convenience store. When we opened the door to the apartment there was a coffee table
leaning against the wall, partly blocking the entry. Without thinking I hoisted my
suitcase up and climbed into the apartment. Then I heard my girlfriend scream like
there was a burglar. But it was just that I still had my boots on. I thought, ‘for God’s
sake nobody’s looking.’ But it was an indication of how much a part of the culture
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she’d become. Either that or it was an indication of how big a deal it is to walk into a
Japanese apartment with your boots on.

SMALL

To call the apartment small would be generous. It was barely more than 3 meters wide
by 8  metres deep with a  sliding door  leading out to a tiny balcony overlooking the
street. From the back door there was a short entry hall with a bathroom off to the left.
When I sat on the toilet my feet poked out into this entry hall. The rest of the
apartment was one room. There was a bar fridge with a little stove on top and a shelf
for small groceries. The balcony was filled with old furniture and boxes. There are
probably bigger prison cells.

Above the balcony door was an air-conditioning unit that gave out the tiniest whiff of
cool air and rattled noisily. The small apartment had never been aired and had the
sweet smell of a leather jacket and old tobacco. I learned recently that tobacco, along
with citrus, flowers, wood and leather are the essences used to make perfumes. And in
the human brain the areas devoted to smell and memory are neighbours. So, while I
will always remember my first night in that small apartment with my girlfriend, I have
this melange of smells that trigger the memory from time to time. My own fragrance
you might say. I call it Eau de Tokyo.

TRAINS

A couple of days after my arrival we began our big train journey. We would travel
north from Tokyo up to Hokkaido, the large island in the north of the archipelago. We
were travelling with two girls from Queensland Uni. I think they’d more or less
invited themselves along. One was a blonde girl whose name I don’t recall. But I do
remember that I disliked her from the start and resented her being on my holiday. She
didn’t like me either. She was a Christian and she spent a lot of time praying for the
strength to deal with me. It’s a talent I have.

The great thing about train travel is watching the countryside roll by. It took a number
of hours to get out of what could still be called Tokyo. Gradually the suburbs gave
way to market gardens and mountains. And I realised that cities turn their backs on
the railway. You invariably look out into back yards, carports and the clutter people
hide from the world.

I noticed that Japanese houses look a little unkempt from the outside, or at least
unpainted. For the Japanese the inside of a house is much more important. That’s
what taking off your shoes is about, symbolic of leaving the dirty world outside.
Occasionally we would pass factory towns; these were giant corporate villages with
offices, factories and apartment buildings. I remember seeing a Hitachi complex in the
middle of nowhere.
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GASLIGHT

Sendai was the first major city on our journey. It’s a provincial capital about 200 km
north east of Tokyo and has restoration antique gaslights along some of the inner city
streets. On that hot afternoon a little boy confronted me on a crowded pedestrian
overpass shouting, ‘gaijin’ – the Japanese word for foreigner. His mother was visibly
embarrassed and apologised. And David Hasselhoff looked down from a giant
cigarette billboard accompanied by hat and cattle. That night we stayed at the Do Chu
An ryokan – a traditional Japanese inn. The four of us were lumped in one room and
slept on tatami floor mats.

HACHINOHE

The next night we stayed at Hachinohe. I made the mistake of ordering the
‘Continental breakfast’ next morning, consisting of two uncooked pork sausages and a
raw egg. It rained lightly as we walked into town to the railway station. I remember
being the only one who enjoyed the feeling of the warm rain on my face.

Our train journey that day took us under the sea. The railway crosses between the
islands of Honshu and Hokkaido via the Seikan Submarine Tunnel, 53 kilometres of
impressive engineering effort for what otherwise is an overnight ferry ride. The
underwater portion of the tunnel is 23 kilometres.

BIG SKY

Hokkaido is the Japanese land of big sky. The Sea of Japan, the Sea of Okhotsk and
the Pacific Ocean surround this north island. It’s very green and rural and it’s where
most of Japan’s cows are. My favourite place in all Japan was the little town of Otaru
on the southwest coast of Hokkaido. Otaru is a port city where you can catch ferries to
Korea and Vladivostok (where I’m told you can find the most miserable sushi
restaurant in the world, called the Hiroshima). Some of Otaru’s street signs are in
Russian and English and we saw French sailors in town. The waterfront has a canal
system and the terrain goes from ocean to mountain in the space of a couple of
kilometres. Overlooking Otaru Bay is the Mt Tengu ski village. The streets of Otaru
are wide boulevards and the architecture of public buildings was distinctly American.
Otaru was a military industrial city during the Second World War and suffered a great
deal of war damage. The American occupation forces helped to rebuild the city.

TENGU YAMA

Late on a hot evening we checked into a ski lodge on the side of Mt Tengu (Tengu
yama) overlooking the night-lights of Otaru. There was a lookout near the entrance to
the ski lodge where sightseers sat in their cars with the windows up, the engines
running and the air-conditioning on. The dormitory accommodation was segregated. I
settled into an attic room alone and then went down for a bath. The Japanese
bathroom presents the gaijin with some interesting equipment. You get a little wooden
pail, a long scrubbing brush and a stool. The idea is to wash yourself and rinse off
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before you hop into the 38oC hot tub, nude of course. And a couple of Japanese boys
in the wash area were more than a little curious about the size of my travel package.

After the bath I went for a walk to the ski lift terminal not far from the lodge. There
was nobody around. The place was bathed in powerful floodlights and the public
address belted out Japanese pop songs at the threshold of pain into the vacant
amphitheatre of the mountainside. The empty ski lift chairs groaned as they rotated
slowly following the cables up into the night sky to the top of the mountain. It was a
surreal place.

The next morning I had a terrific breakfast of black coffee and jam donuts from the
Dunkin' Donuts across from the Otaru bus station. I remember the horror on the face
of the Japanese girl as I walked up to order. Her face said, ‘I don’t speak English and I
can’t bear to be unhelpful.’ By now I’d managed to dredge up enough high school
Japanese to order specific quantities of food. There’s something magical about sitting
in a foreign public place early in the morning, sipping coffee and watching a city
wake up. It was that rare hour or so in summer when you know it’s going to be a hot
day and you savour the last of the early cool. The sea air of Otaru made it even better.

SAPPORO

The capital of Hokkaido is Sapporo, a beautiful city with wide streets and large public
squares. We walked around the university, a surprisingly spacious campus with lots of
trees and large areas of uncut lawn. It was unusual to see so much lawn in Japan, most
public places are either paved or the lawn is worn down and patchy. The uncut lawn
did give the place a rural look though. The hero of the university is its American
founder Dr. Clark. His famous motivational line is, ‘boys be ambitious’. We had
lunch at a restaurant called ‘Boys Be Ambitious’. And in the spirit of Dr. Clark I went
for the biggest thing on the menu.

In Sapporo my girlfriend and I finally had a room to ourselves. We stayed in a big
hotel and after a week of trains and youth hostels it was a big slice of luxury. It was
time for long hot showers, shaving and mincing around in hotel bathrobes. Next
morning I picked up a sandwich and juice from the 7-11 and I sat against a low wall
eating breakfast and watching little toy excavators on a construction site. What
amazed me was that the workers wore rubber and canvas work boots with a split toe –
no steel cap. They were pouring concrete and pushing wheelbarrows up scaffold
ramps and I was sure they’d lose a toe if anything fell on their feet.

AUGUST-FEST

There’s a beer hall at the Sapporo brewery where you can get a $30.00 Genghis Khan
– codename for all you can eat and drink. The place looks just like a German festhaus.
The Sapporo beer is served in giant glass steins. In the centre of each table is a
Japanese grill for cooking up slices of beef and vegetables.  Out of a hall full of
Japanese we ended up sitting next to some Scottish physicists (why is it so?). We had
good intentions of doing the brewery educational tour but instead staggered home
through the wide squares that run the length of inner city Sapporo. What else is there
to learn about beer I ask?
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Sapporo seemed to me to be a big beer town. In winter, Sapporo’s giant city squares
host the famous ice sculpture festival. But in summer the squares were crammed with
outdoor beer tents – temporary, corporate-sponsored marquees with long unpainted
wooden tables and bench seats. And row after row of salarymen in their shirtsleeves
with loosened ties getting rowdy.

CATTLE CLASS

Returning to Tokyo our first stop was Hakodate. It’s an industrial city on the
southeastern corner of Hokkaido and it’s where the overnight ferry to Aomori departs.
On the way up we’d crossed between the islands in the submarine tunnel. Hakodate is
a busy town with lots of dusty streets. The afternoon sun struggled though some
pollution from a giant red and white smokestack giving the place a feeling of
Armageddon. We had a couple of hours to kill so we went to see the Flintstones at the
cinema. We’d misread the departure times and missed the first ferry by two hours.
Fortunately my girlfriend saved the day and negotiated berths on the next ferry out.
We were assigned to some kind of cattle class, which was just a large room with
carpet on the floor. So we staked out a patch of carpet and got ourselves a cushion
about the size and shape of a house brick.  And when we woke the next morning we
were in Aomori on a bright sunny day. While docking a Japanese guy told me I
reminded him of Ayrton Senna.

We caught a taxi into town to connect with the train south and I tried to start up a
conversation with the driver. I got nothing out of the guy and no help from the back
seat. I couldn’t believe I had three qualified English/Japanese translators in the back
seat of the cab and I still had to go it alone. I think he appreciated my efforts because
he gave me a little packet of Band-Aids when we got out. They were a promotional
item for Taxi Day celebrations. Or maybe he was suggesting I put one over my
mouth.

BULLET

In Sendai on the way back my girlfriend and I decided to ride the shinkansen into
Tokyo. Japan’s famous bullet train sits like an airliner without wings on the railway
between the platforms. It’s as big as an airliner and just oozes speed. I felt a bit
intimidated being close to something so obviously fast. The shinkansen is more than
30 years old so it looks a little worn around the edges. The interior fabric looks like it
was refitted in the 1980s. There a couple of shinkansen lines in Japan and on this line
the locomotives and carriages are painted creamy white with a green stripe down the
side. The ride from Sendai to Tokyo is actually a commute for some businesspeople.
From memory my rail pass discount ticket cost  $80 so it’s not a cheap trip.  Sendai to
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Tokyo takes about an hour, compared with 2 and a
bit on the conventional trains. The ride is remarkably
smooth making it difficult to get a sense of the
speed. The script goes pretty much like an airline
flight.

NEW TEXAS

Back in Tokyo that night we went and blew $130 on
dinner at the New Texas steakhouse. The restaurant
had a fantastic range of imported US beef and red
wines. And contrary to everything you’ve heard
about the Japanese not being able to cook beefsteak,
ours were terrific. We buzzed from the wine and
protein high and stumbled home in the dark. It was a
rare night and my girlfriend was wearing the perfect
floral dress I’d picked out for her in Brisbane and
that was all that mattered.

Me with the fabulous shinkansen

MR PEACH & MONKEY BOY

Shoo and Saru, like most comic duos beg some explanation.  Shoo’s surname is Mori,
and his nickname is momo san - Mr. Peach. His business card says, ‘licensed to tell
bad jokes.’ Saru is Japanese for monkey so I never knew his real name. These Tokyo
boys were at Komazawa University with my girlfriend and living in those halcyon
years for Japanese adolescents between high school and work and avoiding as much
responsibility as possible. Shoo had a Rover Mini, a reproduction of the Cooper Mini.
It was a strange combination of a classic old design and modern plastic construction
materials. They were both big Wayne’s World fans and their English consisted mostly
of movie lines and sentences ending with the word ‘dude’. And I thought that maybe
Mike Myers might be to blame for watering down Japanese English. But the Japanese
are already great abbreviators of English words. There’s seka hara for sexual
harassment, sabiro for a Saville Row suit and teribi for television. The last sounds
appropriately like terrible. My mum would approve.

We went with Shoo and Saru to their part time job at the Tokyo Central Wholesale
Market. The boys worked for a fruit and vegetable wholesaler taking late night orders
from grocery stores. It was a Sunday night so the place was deserted and Shoo took
me for a ride on a motor scooter around the massive complex. The market was next to
Tokyo’s Haneda domestic airport that handles 600-plus aircraft a day. The Japanese
fly Boeing 747s on domestic routes because of their capacity rather than their range.
The airport is built on a massive chunk of reclaimed land in Tokyo Bay. From the
waterfront near the fruit and vegetable market we looked across a couple of hundred
metres of water to the runway. The waterfront is a popular lover’s lane and after dark
fills with hundreds of hand holders. I remember watching seven or eight jetliners at a
time queuing up to land. And for about an hour from 6.30 PM one landed every
couple of minutes. Shoo and Saru used to sit on the bonnet of their car under the
flightpath, an act inspired again by Wayne’s World.
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TOKYU HANDS

If you’re interested in gadgets or doing it yourself, then you should go to Tokyu
Hands, easily the most fabulous department store in the world. The store in Shinjuku
[cf] combines camping, home wares, hardware, toys, hobbies – whatever you want to
do yourself you can get it here. I could have spent the whole day there.

VENDING

Japan is a 24x7 kind of place. One rule I found applied universally: if there’s a power
outlet there will be a vending machine. Drinks are the most common vending machine
products, cold, hot, in cans, in bottles or in cups with ice. Japan has an amazing range
of beverages. Canned coffee and tea (green, black or white). Iced tea is very big with
various flavours like lemon and peach. A sports drink called Pokkari Sweat tastes just
like its name suggests. Pokkari Sweat is also rather alarmingly described on the can as
a ‘fermented milk soft drink’ which sends shivers through my lower intestine. There
is also an abundance of pick-me-up tonics in little brown medicinal bottles – a bomb
of caffeine and other stimulants to get you on your way to work in the morning.

From vending machines you can also buy a bottle of beer or sake, without
identification which is handy for the youngsters. I never saw any of the more unusual
vending machines but I’m told there are ones that sell pre-loved women’s underwear
for the discerning gentleman. What I did find amazing was that these vending
machines are even out in the countryside – a little heard of them next to a telegraph
pole in the middle of nowhere.  I’ve since discovered that this is a product-distribution
nightmare for soft drink companies because the average vending machine owner only
owns a couple of machines.

THE PEACH FARM

My girlfriend and I went for a week in the Japanese Alps to catch up with our old
friend Yukiko. She lived in Brisbane for a couple of years while studying English at
Griffith University and was a big Brisbane Broncos fan. She works for a travel
company in Japan and lives on her parent’s farm. They are peach and apple farmers in
the mountains near Ueda, not far from Nagano where the Winter Olympics were held
a few years back. The region is very steep and dark green with old forests.

Yukiko’s father stands about four and a half feet tall. He owns an impressive array of
machinery including three little Honda trucks and an assortment of little farm tractors.
For me his most interesting piece of farm equipment is a rubber-tracked mini cherry
picker that he let me ride. The orchard looked to be about half an acre. It’s a few
minutes drive from the house and up the side of a hill. Each piece of fruit on every
tree has a little white paper bag around it to protect it from insects. The peaches have
a red and green skin with white flesh. The summer we were there was particularly dry
and Yukiko’s father had covered the ground under the trees with long  sheets of  silver
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reflective plastic to keep the moisture
in. When you understand that each
piece of fruit sells in the city for $5 or
more you can understand both the
family’s apparent wealth and the care
with which the fruit is grown. Only
perfection sells in Japan so Yukiko’s
house had plenty of ‘imperfect’ peaches
lying around. I’ve never eaten so much
fruit in my life.

At night Yukiko’s father and I used to
lie around on the tatami floor mats
watching the baseball on TV, eating
pickles and burping loudly while the
women prepared food and brought cold
beers. And it was all quite culturally Yukiko’s father  supervising me on his cherry-picker

acceptable. I remember looking dreamily out the window at the alpine sunset and
wondering how long the citizenship application would take. ‘Yeah’, I thought, ‘I
could grow peaches.’

OBON

Japan celebrates the Obon Festival in August. It is their festival of the dead, like All
Souls Day on the Christian calendar. People clean their houses and put lanterns out so
their dead ancestors can find their way home. On the morning of Obon we were
standing in the front yard when Yukiko’s mum came barrelling out of the garage on a
motor scooter and tore down the road in a cloud of dust. She was slipping into town to
pick up some rice paper to re-paper the shoji screens – lattice room dividers.

On the night of the Obon
Festival Yukiko and her
parents took us into
Ueda village for the
fireworks. Yukiko had
organised a yukata
cotton kimono and
traditional wooden
lacquered shoes for my
girlfriend. They both
dressed up and tottered
(the only word for it)
into town looking
fantastic. Ueda village
centre was decorated
with kilometres of
lantern.     Everyone   we Me and Yukiko in Ueda
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passed said hello to Yukiko. I walked behind the two girls with Yukiko’s mum and
dad.

At the Ueda sports ground we sat on picnic blankets and got ready for the fireworks.
There  were  heaps  of  people and those sitting next to us offered us food. I was a
large curiosity with a little boy who wanted to shake the hand of a gaijin. The town is
set in a valley and two teams of fireworkers were stationed on opposing
mountainsides. We were treated to half an hour of duelling fireworks, with each
exchange getting higher and more elaborate.

We camped on the tatami floor mats that night. In the early hours of the morning a
tiny dark figure walked through the room and scared the shit out of me. It was not a
returning ancestor as I imagined but Yukiko’s granny going to the toilet.

ALPS

Over the next few days we went with Yukiko for a couple of big day trips in the Alps.
One of the most surprising places we visited was a ski village called Sugadaira. In
winter I expect it looks like the gingerbread village that it is. In summer though the ski
lodges accommodate Japan’s schoolboy Rugby players on their summer Rugby
camps. Carved into the mountainsides are dirt rugby fields (possibly car parks in
winter). And the schoolboys in their white football socks ruck and maul in the dust.
Rugby is such a feature of this town that there is a Canterbury Clothing Company
store selling Rugby jerseys in the main street.

Yukiko also took us to an old Ninja training camp. It was as you might expect, hidden
deep in the mountains and shrouded in low clouds the day we were there. It was a
large unpainted building that looked like a schoolhouse. Across from the camp is a
steep stairway leading up to the clouds.   It  started   to  rain   quite  hard  as I  took  an

Shrine to the Forest God

umbrella and climbed to the top of the stairs. At
the top was a shrine inside a shallow cave. The
sign said that the cave was where the ninja
trainees went to meditate.

Terrific mountains surround Yukiko’s village of
Ueda. From the farmhouse I could see a TV
tower on a mountain and I asked if there was a
chance of going up to the lookout. And me being
a guest and Yukiko being a diligent host the next
thing I knew I was standing in the tray-back of
one of her father’s little Honda trucks as we
bumped along through the forest. En route,
Yukiko stopped to ask directions. She was quite
well known in the area and after getting
directions her friend hurried out with a couple of
cold beers for us to take on the road trip.
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In the shady valley below the TV tower we passed a little shrine to a forest god. I
think this kind of thing is terrific. There was a very old wooden gate (like a doorframe
with an upwardly curved crosspiece). The shrine itself was just a little wooden box
about the size of a refrigerator. You clap your hands together to wake the spirit and
ask for safe passage through the forest.

FUJI SAN

Shoo and Saru took us for a day in the country to see Mt. Fuji with some of his
friends. Shoo’s dad had a left-hand drive BMW and I sat up front. The Japanese drive
on the left-hand side of the road so it was a bit weird sitting in the driver’s seat on the
correct side of the road without the steering wheel but I was cool. The others drew the
short straw and had to ride in the back of the other vehicle – a steamy delivery van
with no windows.

Most mountains in Japan just get the suffix yama, meaning mountain. Japan’s highest
peak gets treated like people. Fuji san is ideally suited to be Japan’s highest peak
because of its height, but also its perfection. And as I said before about the peaches –
perfection sells. Fuji is actually a volcano and stands 3,776 meters high. There’s an
old saying in Japan that if you see Fuji san then you will return to Japan one day.
There are also some geologists who have a saying that volcanoes might erupt some
day. We sat at the lookout for an hour or so and cloud obscured the top 2/3 of the
mountain. Near the lookout was a shrine with a bell and a giant log ringer suspended
parallel to the ground. I gave it my biggest windup and thumped the ringer into the
side of the bell and it made a disappointingly small ‘dong’. I was determined to see
Fuji before we left. We watched the clouds and watched the clouds some more. I
shouted, ‘there it is.’ Nobody else reacted. And I realised they were looking too low
down. The enormity of Fuji was deceptive and the clouds broke just long enough up
high to see the peak. It was almost black. So I guess I’ll go back to Japan some day.

GIANTS

The Tokyo Dome is an enormous indoor sports arena that the locals call the Big Egg.
In summer the playing arena is set up for Japan’s national baseball league and is home
ground for the Tokyo Yomiuri Giants. Their sponsor is the world’s largest circulation
newspaper Yomiuri Shimbun. The Tokyo Dome is so big that between innings they fly
radio-controlled advertising blimps around inside. We went there one afternoon to see
a baseball game.

When the gate opened there was a rush for the open seating. The first people in the
gate were the self-appointed Giant’s supporter troupe, the Stand Army, complete with
loud hailers and banners. The first thing they did was mark out their territory by
putting newspapers on all the seats in a large section of the bleachers. Many people,
including us were left without a seat. Then one by one the Stand Army selected those
they thought should join them. We were lucky enough to be selected. These little
teenage bastards weren’t questioned by any of the adults or ground staff. They had the
run of the place. So you see this and understand how yakuza gangsters get started and
how they survive. Nobody objected to this organised petty crime and this was tacit
permission to continue and indeed escalate. The Japanese are famous for their
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conformity. As Ian Buruma says in A Japanese Mirror, ‘One must play the public
game or be excluded from it, which to most Japanese would mean a living death’.

Before the baseball starts there is batting practice. Safety spotters position themselves
in the isles and blow whistles when a baseball is about to land in the crowd. When I
heard the whistles I looked up for the catch and was amazed at everyone around me
curled up in a ball hoping not to be hit. I found this an astounding cultural trait in a
land of earthquakes. For me this afternoon at the baseball allowed me to see several
intriguing aspects of the Japanese psyche – conformity, passive acceptance of
looming disaster and ignorance unpleasant truths. They even have a name for the third
aspect, genjitsu touhi – escape from reality.

TATAMI

When I went to Japan in 1994 I had only a passing interest in the place and the
culture. Right now I’m sitting on my two beloved tatami mats with a beer and my
laptop putting this story together. Japan has grown on me in the years since my trip.
But I did set out to understand it.

It was true to say my girlfriend was in love. But not with me as it turned out. Her love
affair with Japan continues to this day. When people fall in love with a country it may
as well be another person. And then there’s the whole; ‘I’m going over again’ thing.
When people fall in love with a country they’ve either just come back or they’re
planning to leave again. It’s hard to share a definition of home with such people.

This story took a long time to write - seven years or so. I don’t know what happened
to the Japanese toy motorcycle but I bet it’s worth something now. Speed Racer has
made a comeback on cable TV and at Toys R Us. And I bought a Mazda last year.
Don’t read too much into that, it’s just a car.

Email

jeffreypburns@hotmail.com

Web Site

http://jeffburnswriting.tripod.com
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